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           *** 1st read the main book properly. 
                                            

Natural resource: Natural resource is what people can use which 

comes from the natural environment.For example, 

 

1.Air 

2.Water 

3.Wood 

4.Oil 

5.Wind energy 

6.Natural gas 

7.Iron 

8.Coal 

9.Forest 

 

Discuss about some natural resources: 

 

1.Water:We get fresh water from rain, rivers and springs. 

 

The using of water: 
 

1.We use water for drinking, cooking, and washing. 

2.Farmers use water to help their pants grow. 

3.Water is used for life, living and other purposes. 

 

2.Forest/plants: The definition of forest is something that is green like 



an area covered with trees.Forest are another natural resource. 

 

The using of the forest: 

 

1. We use trees in forest for wood, building, and furniture. 

2. To get fruits. 

3.To get shelter wild animals.  

4.To get oxygen. 

 

3.Gas:Gas is a natural resource which comes from the ground. 

 

The uses of gas: 

 

1.We use gas for heat, for cooking, and for transport. 

2.The scooters, bus ,car in our towns run on natural gas. 

3.It is used in industrial factories also. 

 

4.Electricity:The natural forces behind wind and water are used to make 

electricity. 

 

 The uses of electricity: 

1.We use electricity for lighting. 

2.We use it for cooking, running television and computers. 

3. We also use it for industrial manufacturing. 

 

The ways of conserve of the natural resources: 
1.Using solar energy and wind energy are major ways of conserving natural 

resource. 

2.Planting more trees. 

3.Ensure the recycling of wastes. 

4.Rain harvesting 

5.Use of bio- fuels. 

6.Use earth bags instead of plastic bags. 
  

 

Exercise:  
A.Answer in short of the following questions:  



1.Define the natural resource. 

2.Write down some examples of natural resource. 

3.Write down two uses of water. 

4.What is called forest? 

5.Where do natural resources come from? 

6.How do the natural resources help people at work? 

7.Write down two uses of  forest? 

8.Where do we get from oxygen? 

9.Where do we get from natural gas? 

10. Write down two uses of natural gas. 

11.How do we make electricity? 

12.What would happen if these natural resources were used up? 

13.How do we use them wisely? 

14.Write down two uses of electricity. 

Exercise: 

B.Answer the following broad questions: 

1.What is called natural resources?Write down about any three types of natural 

resources with its uses. 

2.How can we do to conserve natural resources? 

 

 

 

 

Exercise:  

c.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :  [ Unseen] ( These are given 

only for practice) 

        a.______ is the source of natural resources. 

        b.We get _______ from rain, rivers and spring. 

c.Farmers use water to _____ their plants grow. 

d.Clean water is distributed through ______ to towns, offices and factories. 

e.Forests are another ________ resource. 

f.Trees give us fruits, oxygen and __________. 

g.We get natural gas from the ___________. 

h.The scooter runs on _________ gas. 

i.We use electricity for ________, cooking, running televisions and 

computers. 
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 Exercise:  
A.Answer in short of the following questions:  

1. Ans:A natural resource is what people can use which comes from the natural 

environment. 

2. Ans:The examples of some natural resources are air, water, wood, oil,wind 

energy, natural gas, iron, coal, forest etc. 

3.Ans:The two uses of water are  



a.We use water for drinking, cooking, and washing. 

b.Farmers use water to help their pants grow. 

 

4. Ans:The definition of forest is something that is green like an area covered with 

trees. 

5. Ans:Natural resources come from the nature. 

6. Ans:The natural resource help people at work like- 

a.We use water for drinking, cooking, and washing. 

b.We use gas for heat, for cooking, and for transport. 

 

7. Ans:The uses of forest are  

a.We use trees in forest for wood, building, and furniture. 

b. To get fruits. 

 

8. Ans:We can get oxygen from trees. 

9. Ans: We get natural gas from ground.  

10. Ans: The uses of natural gas are 

a.We use gas for heat, for cooking, and for transport. 

b.The scooters, bus ,car in our towns run on natural gas. 

 

11. Ans:The natural forces behind wind and water are used to make electricity. 

12. Ans:If these natural resource used up, the world could not run. 

13. Ans:We have to use slowly and reserve it. 

14. Ans:The uses of electricity are 

a.We use electricity for lighting. 

b.We use it for cooking, running television and computers. 

 

Exercise: 

B.Answer the following broad questions: 

1.Ans:Natural resource:A natural resource is what people can use which 

comes from the natural environment.The three types of natural resources are given 

below with it’s uses. 

a.Water:We get fresh water from rain, rivers and springs.The using of 

water are 

1.We use water for drinking, cooking, and washing. 

2.Farmers use water to help their pants grow. 



b.Forest/plants: The definition of forest is something that is green like 

an area covered with trees.The using of the forest are  

1. We use trees in forest for wood, building, and furniture. 

2. To get fruits. 

3.To get shelter wild animals.  

c.Gas:Gas is a natural resource which comes from the ground 

The uses of gas are 

1.We use gas for heat, for cooking, and for transport. 

2.The scooters, bus ,car in our towns run on natural gas. 

 

2. Ans:We can conserve our natural resources like 

a..Using solar energy and wind energy are major ways of conserving natural 

resource. 

b.Planting more trees. 

c.Ensure the recycling of wastes. 

d.Rain harvesting 

e.Use of bio- fuels. 

 

Exercise:  

c.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :  

          a.Nature 

        b.Water 

c.Help 

d.Pipes 

e.Natural 

f.Wood 

g.Grounds 

h.Natural 

i.Lighting 
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